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Wilde has been one of the most famous writers of all time. His works have inspired a lot of others to take up writing. Complete Works of Oscar Wilde (Collins Classics) - Amazon.com The Works of Oscar Wilde, by Maine, G. F.; and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at AbeBooks.co.uk. ?Oscar Wilde Poetry Foundation Dr Sos Eltis selects the best books by Oscar Wilde in this Five Books interview. I also think that Wilde was strongly opposed to the kind of Victorian work ethic. The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde - Oscar Wilde - Paperback 22 Oct 2016. Discover the Oscar Wilde masterpieces that earned this literary giant his global fame. and today his most famous works remain household names. A complete failure during its time, Wilde's only novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray, was The Selfish Giant, presents a very different side of Wilde's writing.